Disaster Recovery as a Service Market expected to be worth 11.11 Billion USD by 2021!

According to a new market research report “Disaster Recovery as a Service Market by Service Type (Backup, Real-Time Replication, Data Security, & Professional Services) - Global Forecast to 2021”, published by MarketsandMarkets, the DRaaS market size is estimated to grow from USD 1.68 Billion in 2016 to USD 11.11 Billion by 2021, at an estimated CAGR of 45.9% from 2016 to 2021.

The key forces driving the DRaaS market are its features of faster recovery, cost-effectiveness, enhanced flexibility, and simple testing. Also, DR services provide automation capabilities that lead to limited utilization of resources and low up-front cost. With the increase in the adoption rate of DR services among Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), DRaaS market is expected to gain major traction during the forecast period.

Some of the Prominent Key Players in the DRaaS Market are:

- Amazon Web Services (Seattle, Washington, U.S.)
- IBM Corporation (Armonk, New York, U.S.)
- Microsoft Corporation (Redmond, Washington, U.S.)
- SunGard Availability Services (Wayne, Pennsylvania, U.S.)
- VMware Inc. (Palo Alto, California, U.S.)
- Cable & Wireless Communications (London, U.K.)
- Cisco Systems (San Jose, California, U.S.)
- HP Enterprises Company (Palo Alto, California, U.S.)
- iLand Internet Solutions (Houston, Texas, U.S.)
- NTT Communications Corporation (Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan)
- **US DataVault (Nashville, TN, U.S.)**
- TierPoint, LLC (St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.)
- Verizon Enterprise Solutions (New York, U.S.)

Backup service is expected to play a key role in the DRaaS market

Backup services are expected to have the largest market share in the services segment of the DRaaS market during the forecast period. Backup serviced play a key role in the DRaaS market as it provides cost-effective, automated, reliable, secure, and scalable solutions to the enterprises ensuring business continuity in the event of disaster.

Managed Service Provider (MSP) segment is expected to grow at the highest rate during the forecast period
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Among providers, the MSP segment is expected to grow at the highest rate in the DRaaS market during the forecast period. MSPs offer DRaaS services to help organizations offload the burden of data protection and data security, and ensure business continuity in the event of a disaster. They offer remote management and monitoring of IT infrastructure of the end-user under a subscription model. Therefore, enterprises are increasingly opting for MSPs to overcome the challenges of budget constraint and technical expertise as they have specialized human resources, infrastructure, and industry certifications.

**North America is expected to contribute the largest market share, Asia-Pacific (APAC) to grow the fastest**

North America is expected to hold the largest market share and dominate the DRaaS market from 2016 to 2021 due to large investments in cloud-based solutions, early adoption of new and emerging technologies, and high penetration of internet. The APAC region is in the initial growth phase; however, it is the fastest-growing region for the global DRaaS market. The key reasons for the high growth rate in APAC are the explosion of new technologies combined with increasing business needs and increase in the number of organizations adopting DR services.

Having recently been named the 13th best BDR operation in the industry, 16 year old USDV is strongly positioned to take advantage of this growth. Offering premier services with award winning Customer support we are making serious inroads to this market and plan to be a market leader as this industry matures.

For more information contact:

**USDV Inc.**

**Email:** mhs@usdatavault.com  
**Snail Mail:** P.O. Box 33, Pegram, TN 37143  
**URL:** [http://www.usdatavault.com](http://www.usdatavault.com)  
**Telephone:**  
  - **Office:** (615) 933-USDV (8738)  
  - **Direct:** (615) 414-1513  
  - **Fax:** (615) 523-4898  
  - **SKYPE:** mhsusdv (email first)

**Follow us on:**  
  - **Google+:** [https://plus.google.com/+Usdatavault/about](https://plus.google.com/+Usdatavault/about)  
  - **Twitter:** [@usdv_mhs](https://twitter.com/usdv_mhs)  
  - **FaceBook:** facebook.com/marc.shaffer.5  
  - **LinkedIn:** [www.linkedin.com/in/USDataVault](http://www.linkedin.com/in/USDataVault)  
  - **LinkedIn Posts:** [www.linkedin.com/today/author/usdatavault](http://www.linkedin.com/today/author/usdatavault)  
  - **Maven Consulting:** [http://app.maven.co/join/EyZpFr5h/consult](http://app.maven.co/join/EyZpFr5h/consult)

**Check out our Blog:**  
[https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7012094](https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7012094)

**Our Business is KEEPING You in Business!**